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Abst ract - -A  second approach to the evaluation of membership functions for a fuzzy form symmetry 
concept (KShler, 1991) is described. Fuzzification of the symmetry requirements (only approximate 
identity or even complete non-identity instead of identity of original and transformed object) and 
measurement of the degree of identity between original and transformed object opens a novel way 
for the evaluation of the degree of symmetry of an object. Formulae are given for both discrete and 
continuous form functions R(90). Furthermore, symmetry profiles of forms for different symmetry 
operations (rotation, reflection, inversion and glide-reflection) are developed, which allow a subtle 
characterisation f the symmetry properties of forms and their variation during form transitions. 
The symmetries of the symmetry profiles are correlated with the symmetries of the corresponding 
form functions, for which a classification is proposed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most objects in biology and many other fields have only approximate or imperfect symmetries. 
In the discussion of the symmetry of such objects, one tacitly assumes that the imperfections 
are not essential and replaces the real symmetry by an ideal one. But, at least in biology, these 
imperfections are essential and typical. In all kinds of living objects, we find form variations 
violating the ideal symmetry ascribed to these objects to continuously varying degrees, and the 
imperfections constitute an essential aspect of living beings. 
Therefore, for all these cases we urgently need a mathematically exact description of imperfect 
symmetries. This can, in principle, be attained on the basis of fuzzy set theory [1,2]. From a 
set-theoretical point of view, we will replace the statement "Form ~ has the symmetry G" by the 
formulation "Form ~" belongs to the set $(G) containing all objects fulfilling exactly the symmetry 
requirements of the symmetry group G." To the set S(G), we may ascribe a membership function 
#(Y', G) describing the "degree of membership" of ~ in S(G). For a crisp set, p(:F, G) is a binary 
function, i.e., it can attain only the values 0 (no membership at all) or 1 (full membership). 
In a fuzzy symmetry concept, the set S(G) will be replaced by a fuzzy set .~(G) characterised 
by the fact that the degree of membership /5(~,G) of a certain form 5 in this set (alias the 
degree of fulfilment by ~ of the symmetry requirements of G) is no longer binary but continuous 
(/5 • [0, 1]). 
The problem, then, is to evaluate the degrees of membership numerically. In [3,4], I proposed a
method to do this for biological forms on the basis of a Fourier analysis of the form function R(~) 
(or, for 3D forms, an expansion of R(~, 0) into spherical harmonics). The degree of membership 
or degree of symmetry is calculated by summing up the Fourier coefficients for all terms which 
are compatible with the symmetry tested. In all cases, the degree of symmetry of a form may be 
evaluated for arbitrary symmetry groups. 
I am indebted to cand. phys. Thomas KShler for his help in preparing the figures for this paper. 
1 Part 2 of a series of papers on fuzzy symmetry. Part I see [3]. 
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In the present paper, a second approach is proposed: fuzzification of the symmetry require- 
ments and calculation of the difference between the original form and the form after a symmetry 
transformation. This opens a novel way for the evaluation of degrees of symmetry (degrees of 
membership) for forms with imperfect symmetries within a fuzzy symmetry concept. 
2. RESULTS 
2.1. Symmetry Classification of Periodic Functions 
For the purpose of comparison of the symmetries of different periodic functions which appear 
in this paper, we need a symmetry classification for these functions. Such a classification can 
be derived from the seven frieze groups 2 used for the descr ipt ion of one-dimensional  per iodic 
ornaments  uch as the classic Greek friezes [5]. 
The classif ication used in this paper  is given in Table 1 together  with the group symbols in the 
notat ion  of K lemm [5]. Two of the frieze groups (viz. D~* and D~) have no counterpart  among 
single-vMued per iodic functions, because they possess a longi tudinal  mirror  line. On the other 
hand,  for our purposes it is essential  to indicate the trans lat ion per iod of the function in relat ion 
to the "natural"  per iod of 27r, since the t rans lat ion symmetry  of the form function correlates with 
a rotat ion symmetry  of the corresponding form (Table 2). Therefore, the notat ion of this paper  
gives the per iodic i ty  (order) n = 2~/r of the function as an index of the group symbol  (Table 1). 
F igure 1 displays examples for the different symmetry  groups. 
Table 1. Symmetry classification for periodic single-valued functions. 
This Klemm Symmetry Symmetry dements 
Conditions 
paper [5] scheme (besides translation) 
T, C~ , none R(~ ± ~) = n(~) 
/~n C~ o--o----* o 2n antisymmetry points R(X - ~) = -R(x  + ~) 
(0) at positions x
Gn D~** - - \ - - -~  glide reflection, R(~a 4- 7) -- -R(~a) 
period 7 = 
Mn D~ • ; • 2n symmetry points R(~b - ~a) = R(~b + ~a) 
(*) at positions 
Fin O~* s-o-o--o--,s 2n symmetry points, R(~b - ~) -- R(~b + 9~) 
2n antisymmetry points, R(X - 9~) = -R(X + ~) 
glide reflection R(~a + "/) = -R(~o) 
Table 2. Correspondence b tween symmetry dements of continous form functions, 
form function graphs, and forms. 
Form function Form function graph Form 
Translation, 
period r
Translation, 
period r
Rotation Ca = Cn 
(a=-r ;  n=~)  
Symmetry point Mirror line at ~b Mirror line at ~b 
at ~b 
Antisymmetry Inversion point Node llne at X (only 
point at X at X if Rrne~n = 0) 
Glide-reflection 
llne, period 7 
Glide-reflection 
line, period 
2Frieze groups are, in a sense, the one-dimensional counterpart to the three-dimensional space groups or the two- 
dimensional onmment groups (see [5,6]). They are valid for objects extending infinitely in one dimension, but 
having some limited extent in a second imension. The direction of their only translation is termed '~longitudinal," 
the cross-direction "transversal." 
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Figure 1. Examples illustrating the symmetry classification for single-valued periodic 
functions. The identity period of all functions is 2~ (for Tn, ~n, etc., the identity 
period amounts to 21r/n). Symmetry points of the form functions are depicted as 
vertical symmetry lines in the graphs. Open circles represent antisymmetry points. 
In Table 1, the conditions given for an antisymmetry point and for a glide-reflection li e are 
those for the special case that both symmetry elements are located on the + axis. Since degrees 
of symmetry are calculated as differences in this paper (see Section 2.4), this is not necessary for 
our considerations. Therefore, we may generalise these conditions to arbitrary ordinate values 
for both symmetry elements: 
Antisymmetry point at the angular position X: 
R(X-~)-R(x)=-[R(x+~)-R(x)], (1) 
Glide-reflection line at an ordinate value of Rmean with period 7: 
R(~7)  -Rmean=-[R(~) -R ,  mean]. (2) 
Rmean is the mean value of R: 
N 1 
Rmean = ~"  ~ R~, for discrete form functions, (3) 
p=l 1j]- 
= • R(~) d ~, for continuous form functions, (4) 
and we have also R(X) = R1nean. In the special case mentioned above, we get Rmean = 0. 
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Finally, the symmetry elements of the form functions, their graphs, and the corresponding forms 
will be displayed synoptically to facilitate the comparison (Table 2). Regarding the reference to 
frieze groups in Table 1, the symmetry elements of the friezes are identical with those of the form 
function graphs. 
2.~. Characterisation of Form Functions by Difference Matrices 
Since degrees of symmetry for discrete form functions will be calculated in Section 2.4 by taking 
differences A~q = IR~ - R~I between radius values at positions p and q in the form function, we 
will look for the symmetry properties of the A~¢'s and correlate them with the symmetries of 
the form function and the form itself. So first, a procedure to describe the symmetries of such 
differences i needed. 
Table 3. Data sets for Figures 2(a) and 2(b). 
Data  set 
Figure 2(a) 
Figure 2(b) 
Radii 
R1 R2 /{3 /?4 /{s P~ /{7 /{s Syrrmaetry 
1 3 2 4 5 2 4 3 T1 
1 2 3 4 6 4 3 2 Mz 
2"~1 1 z'1.®o12"s.1 1 2 ~.1 ( 
1 l"e.z 3 oz  11~ ~2a 0 2,1 
~ 2~1 2 0'|,13 1 2"e.1 zo!  
'42 3 1 "8~3 1 2[42 3 1"9,3 1 • 
1't, 0 2 3"8.2 111"1. 0 2 S~O.2 1 
3 f'P. 01 2"e~113(~20 1 2"~.~ 
zo  1~21 ~2 o~'~2 ~ 1"( 
~ 2 1  3"41 3 210.2 1 3"41 3 2"~. ~ 012"~.1 ~ 2" t®o 
3 0'2 I l l  1 ~.2 3 0"21 
20"t~8 ~ 20,.1 20"t  
1 214231"(~3 1 2 
111"'1, 0 2 8"~2 1 
3 1"20 1 2"~113,.I~ 0 1 2"8,.I 
201" ' t  21 1~0J~01'I, 21 1"0, 
1 s',,? ~ 2"~ 1 ~',,! ~ 2 %2 
(a) 
? ' ,  
3 
2 
3 
\1 /  j. .~v~'. ,. J \1 /  
(b) 
Figure 2. 
elements. 
F-  Rp4m cell 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I l l  
p 22 23 24 ~, 26 z7 2J~1;z-"z~23 24 25 ~ 27 28 112 
113 23 33 34 35 35 >~ [lp 23~1 34 35 35 37 ~ la  
114 24 34 44 45 ~48~47 48 Ill$ 24 34"44~45 46 47 48 p4 
/115 25 35 46 58~58 57 58 ]15 25 35 46 "56_ 58 57 58 115 
12"2~ 23 24 25 28 27 28 112 22 23 24 25 26 27 j~r112 
13 23"s3. 34 35 36 37 38113 2~ 3334 35 3s ~;Y38 113 
14 24 34~14~ 45 46 47 48 114 24 34 44 45 ~8r47 45 114 
15 25 35 ,w¢~ 58 57 s8i15 25 35 45 F',"se 57 Sells 
le 26 ~ 8e 45-,,',~,~ e7 e8 I1e 2e 35 ~ 58 57 58 lie 
17 27 37 47 57 67"~ 78 117 27 ~/47  57 67 77 78 117 
1.8 26 38 48 58 68 78"8q~18 ~ 45 58 68 78 88 ]18 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18~T1/12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I l l  
/ 
reference cell 
(c) Choice of the reference cells (see text). 
Difference matrices for the data sets of Table 3 with their symmetry 
For a form function given by N data points, the differences Apq will build up an (N x N) matrix. 
Since the form function is periodic, the data point indices p, q are taken as cyclical (see 2.5.1.), 
and therefore, the matrix may also be regarded as cyclical, i.e., it may repeatedly written down 
in the two directions of the plane, just like elementary cells in two-dimensional crystallography. 
(In effect, the differences may be depicted on a torus.) Then, the symmetry of the matrix may be 
expressed in terms of two-dimensional crystallographic space groups [6] (ornament groups [5]). 
As an example, the difference matrices for two data sets (Table 3), consisting of 8 points each, 
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is given in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). The matrices are written down two times horizontally and 
two times vertically (divided by lines for the sake of lucidity) to give a clearer picture of their 
symmetries. The upper left term is All, as usual. 
The symmetry elements of the difference matrices can clearly be seen: In Figure 2(a), we have 
a diagonal mirror line through All and diagonal glide-reflection lines through AlS and A51. The 
lines through All result from the fact that only absolute differences Apq = IR~ - Rg I are used. 
On the other hand, in Figure 2(b) there are 4 mirror lines (1 horizontal, 1 vertical and 2 diagonal) 
through All  and A55, which are C4 points therefore, and 2 (horizontal and vertical) mirror lines 
through A15 and As1 (C2 or inversion points). 
Figure 3 displays the symmetry schemes of the ornament groups occurring in this paper. To 
geta correspondence b tween the symmetries of the difference matrices and the ornament groups, 
I choose the diagonal square between the cyclic All points (Figure 2(c)) as reference cell (not 
necessarily elementary cell) for the difference matrices. There is only one exception from this 
rule: the example shown in Figure 2(b). Here, the horizontal square (marked in Figure 2(c) 
by "Rp 4m cell") must be used to meet the standard scheme of Figure 3. The corresponding 
symmetry group, which is of the p4m type, will therefore be named Rp4m ("R" from '~otated") 
to discriminate it from p4m (taken in the normal reference cell). The number of standard cells 
(as depicted in Figure 3) per reference cell is given as an index. Then, the difference matrices 
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) correspond to the ornament groups cml and Rp4ml, respectively. 
pm cm cmm p4m 
Figure 3. Symmetry schemes of the two-dimensional space groups (ornament groups) 
occurring in this paper (- - :  mirror line, - - -: glide-reflection line, e: inversion point, 
" :  C4 point). 
2.3. Fuzzy Symmetry Requirements 
Fuzzy symmetry requirements will be derived by "fuzzification" of crisp symmetry requirements 
in the following manner. First, a symmetry definition involving an equality is sought. Then, the 
equality will be replaced by an inequality, and the difference A between original and transformed 
object must be evaluated numerically. In the end, if a maximum value Amax for this difference 
can be found, then a degree of symmetry (0 < 6 < 1) can be defined by the general equation 
A 
= I - ="Am~" (5) 
In [3], I defined a three-dimensional geometrical object O as some bounded domain of R 3 : 
O C R 3. The form Y" of this object is then given by its boundary: ~" = 00.  Crisp symmetries 
of forms are normally defined as follows: we look at geometrical transformations G transforming 
all points of R a into one another: 
G : [i 3 -'* R 3 or G P = P' with P, P' • R 3. (6) 
Such a transformation will be a symmetry transformation for the form ~" if it transforms ~r into 
itself, i.e., 
{~P=P'  and (P' • ~ ¢=::*. P •.T). (7) 
This formulation is not directly amenable to a fuzzification. Therefore, a different definition of 
a symmetry operation (which contains an equality instead of the element relation) will be sought. 
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As in [3], I shall describe the form .T in spherical coordinates by a [orm function R(~o, 0). The 
three spherical coordinates are not equivalent to one another: the pair (~o, ~) characterises a 
direction whereas R is a length. Geometrical transformations ow operate on the direction only: 
~(~, d) = (~o',O'). We may, therefore, define a symmetry operation by saying: G is a symmetry 
transformation for the form ~ if the radii of the form function belonging to the original and 
transformed irections are equal: 
R(¢,  = for (#,  09 = 0). (8) 
Equation (8) is easily amenable to fuzzification by substituting the equality by an approximate 
equality R(to', ~') ~- R(to, ~) or, consequently, by an inequality: 
R(¢,  ¢)  ¢ for (¢,  o') = (9) 
now transforms ~" only approximately (or, in the borderline case, not at all) into itself, s
Therefore, the difference between original and transformed form must be evaluated numerically. 
This will be done in the next Section. 
2.4. Degrees of Symmetry 
2.4.1. Discrete Form Functions 
Form functions for biological objects will be normally given as a set of discrete data for the 
contour points of the object which may be taken from a scanned image of the object, for instance. 
In this case, we will have data only for certain spatial directions R (~oi, 0i) (i = 1, . . . ,  N), where N 
is the number of data sets. This means that the degree of symmetry of the form can be calculated 
only for symmetry transformations that map the set of directions for which data are given exactly 
onto itself. 
A measure for the deviation of the transformed form 7 from the original one can be taken 
in several ways, e.g., as a sum over ]R~ - Ri] (see below) 4 or over (R~ - R/) 2 or the like; these 
different defnitions may have benefits for different applications. In this paper, I will use the 
simplest ansatz and define the difference as 
N 
A'= 1 IR~ - P~I- (10) 
i----1 
(Division by N avoids a dependence of A on the number of data points. The prime discrimi- 
nates A calculated according to formula (10) from a second ansatz, vide infra). For A' = 0, the 
symmetry will be highest. In the subsequent sections, this general formula will be reified for the 
different symmetry operations. 
As stated above, a degree of symmetry which ranges from 0 to 1 can be defined only if a 
I I maximum value Am~ is known. In the following, I will describe two cases for which such a Am~ 
can be given. 
If a set of data {R/; i = 1 , . . . ,  N} is given, its transformation by a symmetry operation may 
be described as a permutation: 
( RN)  R1 R2 ... 
Ri ... 
As a matter of fact, the group of symmetry operations is a subgroup of the e0rresponding per- 
mutation group [7]. Therefore, we can more conveniently consider the permutations of the R/. 
The permutation scheme may be obviously taken as a scheme for the calculation of the differ- 
ences which constitute A'. Then, among all permutations of {P~}, there must exist at least one 
3The extension of these ideas to scalar (or even vectorial) field functions on R a is straightforward. It will be dealt 
with in a forthcoming paper  [8]. 
4R~ is the radius belonging to a direction j ,  which by the symmetry transformation is mapped onto direction i: 
R~=R i w i th~j=i .  
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permutation giving the max imum difference A'mL x. (In fact, in all cases tested, there were several 
such permutations, and among them were also symmetry operations of the form.) The easiest 
way to calculate Alma x is sorting the Ri values ascendingly according to their values and to take 
as the permutation the descending sequence. Then, the degree of symmetry can be calculated 
from 
A' 
6'= 1 -  ~ .  (11) 
Clearly, A~nax obtained in this way depends on the 'qlatness" of the form function (for a completely 
"fiat," i.e., constant, form function, we get Area x~ = 0). It is a characteristic for a particular form 
function and may, therefore, be of limited value in the case of form transitions with different 
l values of Ama x for the individual forms. But it can be used even in such cases, as may be seen 
in Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. 
Another ansatz to overcome the problem of defining a degree of symmetry is a normalisation 
of the form function. This problem will be addressed in more detail in a forthcoming paper [9]. 
In principle, this corresponds to a separation of the form function into a size factor and a "shape 
function," as I call it [9]. Among the different possibilities of a normalisation [9], I choose the 
following: 
N 
P~ with ~p i  = N. (12) 
P' = ET=IR  ,=1 
(Multiplication by N avoids a dependence of the normalised radii, Pi, on the number of data 
points). Then, the difference A" between original and transformed form function will be given 
by 
N 
A" 1 = ~"  ~IP~ -P i l  (13) 
i=1 
analogously to equation (10). 
An upper bound (A~IAX) to " Area x is A~A x = 2. It will be reached in the unrealistic ases 
II Pl = N, pj = 0 (j = 2, . . . ,  N), or if at least half the Pi equal zero. In all other cases, Ama x 
is less than this value. A~tAX may be used instead of " Ara~x if no better value for " Ama x can be 
I !  found, or for form transitions with Area x varying along the transition coordinate. The degree of 
symmetry for normalised form functions is then 
6"=1-  ,---T--- (14) 
Am~ 
2.4.2. Continuous Form Fnnctions 
For theoretical nd model considerations, form functions may also be given as analytical func- 
tions. Here, the difference A can be calculated in two ways: comparison of original and trans- 
formed form function (A'") or comparison of original and transformed form (A""). 
To calculate A"', we may substitute the summation in equation (10) by the corresponding 
integration: 
a" '  = - n( )l (15) 
=0 
where R'(~o) is the transformed form function. In this case, for A "~ the maximum value found ~In~tx  
among all symmetry transformations tested may be taken, so that the degree of symmetry will 
be given by 
mill 
6m= 1-  A~"----~" (16) 
In simple cases, a reasoning regarding the transformation giving the maximal possible value 
for A m may be found so that the procedure is not completely empirical. 
Of course, A m refieets the area difference between the two form functions and not between the 
two geometrical forms. To eharacterise the form difference, the area integral for polar coordinates 
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(in the case of two-dimensional forms) or the volume integral (for three-dimensional ones) must 
be taken, e.g., 
= • In'~(~) -- R2(~)I ,t~, (17) 
=0 
for a two-dimensional form [10], and the degree of symmetry is
/~1111 
6"" = 1 - A,,-----7-. (18) 
Some general remarks concerning upper bounds to A m and A "tt may be in order here. - - In~ - -  f l f l ax  
Considering a two-dimensional object O described by a form function R(~), the points of R 2 may 
be divided into four categories (see Figure 4): Category 1 (points of O within 0 _< R _< Rmin), 
Category 2 (points of O within Rmin ( R _~ Rmax), Category 3 (points outside 0 within Rmin < 
R _< Rmax) and Category 4 (points with R > Rmax). 
4 
Figure 4. Scheme for the derivation of an upper bound to Am~ x"" . Numbers mark the 
regions of points of categories I to 4 (see text). 
Since the symmetry transformations considered here are area-preserving, points of Categories 1
and 4 transform into points of their own categories. Points of Category 2 may transform into 
points of Categories 2 or 3. At worst, all points of Category 2 will transform into Category 3 
and vice versa. Therefore, a simple consideration shows that an upper bound "~MAxAtttt o --maxAtttt is 
given by 
A . .  { 2A2 ifA2_<A3, (19) 
MAX= 2A3 i fA3<A2.  
(Ai: area of Category i; these areas are easily obtainable by integration). This upper bound 
may be used instead of A"" if no other maximum value can be found or in the case of form - -max  
transitions with varying "" Area x . For two-dimensional form functions, the derivation of an upper 
bound to A "l is completely analogous. ~Ef lax  
2.5. Symmetry Operations 
In this chapter, the formulae for A (equations (10), (13), (15), and (17)) will be reified using the 
R ~ values for different symmetry operations. Symmetry-caused repetitions of differences which 
can be omitted in practical calculations will, however, not be indicated here. 
2.5.1. Rotations (C~) 
In the Sehoenflies notation [6,11], a rotation by an angle of 2~r/n is denoted by Cn ~ or Cn. 5 A 
repetition of this operation gives rotations which are denoted by C2n, Can and so on, up to C~, 
which is equal to both C ° and the identity operation E. On the other hand, a rotation C~ of 
a geometrical form is equivalent to a translation of its form function by r = -2klr/n, so that 
5In this notation, the same symbol is used for the symmetry operation (rotation) and the symmetry element 
(rotation point). The particular meaning must be extracted from the context. 
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a rotation symmetry of the form corresponds to a translation symmetry of its form function 
(Table 2). 
The difference A' between original and translated form function and the corresponding degree 
of symmetry 6' are given by 
] N 
A'(C.  ~) = ~" ~ IR, p+k.NI. -- ~1.  (20) 
p=l 
~'(c. ~) = 1 ~'(c"~) (21) 
Here, all indices are taken as cyclical. This means that in Equation (20), we have 1 < (p + 
k • N/n)  <__ N. If the calculation of the index results in a value outside this range, it has to be 
corrected by adding]subtracting N until the index is within the range. This is valid for all indices 
of R and p, respectively, throughout this paper. 
For A" and 6", the indices for p are calculated as indicated in Equation (20). The difference 
A'"(C~) is given by 
L2W ~r 
the formula for A' '  can be inferred from equations (22) and (17). 
2.5.2. Rotation Symmetry Profiles 
The degrees of symmetry 6(C~) for a given form jc are connected with one another in a regular 
way. This can be seen if the degrees of symmetry 6(C °) . . . .  ,6(C~) for rotations of different 
orders n are jointly plotted versus the corresponding rotation angles a(C~) = 2k~/n (Figure 5). 
Since the set of rotation angles for the normal symmetry groups is discrete and finite, I propose 
an extension to arbitrary angles (i.e., to the symmetry operations Ca of the infinite rotation 
group of the circle, C~). This means that for continuous form functions, degrees of symmetry 
6(Ca) can be calculated for arbitrary rotation angles by using 
j 2~ A'"(C~) = IR(~ - a)  - R(~)I d~. (23) 
----0 
For N discrete data, degrees of symmetry can be calculated only for Ca=2,HN and all of its 
multiples. 
8'"(c~) 
0,5 
0 
0 ~r 0~-- 2~r 
c~, c~ c~ c~ c~' c~ 
c~ c4 c~ c~ 
c; c~ 
c, ~ c, ~ c, ~ c~ 
Figure 5. Rotation symmetry profiles &re(Co) = f(a) for the form, functions R(~) -- 
1+ cos~("cos~") ,  R(~) = 1-F cos2~("cos2~' ) ,  and R(~) = 1 + cos3~ 
("cos 3~') .  Symbols of selected rotations C~ are given below their respective ro- 
tation angles a(C~). 
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Plotting 6(Ca) versus a gives a diagram which I call rotation symmetry profile for the corre- 
sponding form ~-.6 Since a rotation symmetry of the form implies a translation symmetry of the 
corresponding form function as indicated above, this profile may equally well be interpreted as 
the translation symmetry profile of the corresponding form function. 
Rotation symmetry profiles themselves exhibit certain symmetry properties which will be listed 
here (the particulars refer to the symmetry profiles as functions, not as graphs): 
(a) The rotation symmetry profile has the same translation period as the corresponding form 
function: 
R(~ + kr) = R(~) ~ 6(C~k~) = 6(C~), k = o, 1 , . . .  (24) 
(b) 
(===~: implication). This can be seen by insertion of the left expression into equation (23) 
written down for Ca+kr- 
The degree of rotation symmetry at multiples of the translation period of the form function 
equals unity: 
R(~o + kr) = R(~o) :=~ 6( Ck~) = 1, k = O, 1, . . . .  (25) 
This is because for a = kT the integrand of Equation (23) becomes zero. 
(c) The rotation symmetry profile exhibits mirror lines at positions a = kT/2(k = O, 1, .. .  ): 
R(~ ± kr) = R(~) ~ 6(Ck,/~+,) = 6(c~,/~_,) ,  k = o, 1, . . . .  (26) 
The way to prove this is a substitution ~o ~ ~o' + kr/2 + e in the integral for Ck¢/:+~ and 
subsequent shift of the integration boundaries. 
For discrete form functions, r and a are given by 
r = 27r.  (p'  - p )  27r N ' c~ = --'r P = 1, . . . ,  N, (27) 
where p and p' are the position numbers of equivalent positions. The way of reasoning in the 
proofs is analogous to the one given above. 
g.5.3. Reflections (a) 
For discrete form functions of two-dimensional forms, there are two possible orientations of a 
mirror line: the line may be placed either on the data points or between them. This means that 
symmetries with respect o mirror lines can be tested for N different positions of the line. (Note 
that there are only N/2 positions on data points.) For three-dimensional forms given as R values 
on a (~o, 0) grid, the same is true for vertical mirror planes, but complications arise for planes 
with arbitrary orientations (for tetrahedral, octahedral nd icosahedral groups or for forms whose 
main symmetry axis does not coincide with the z axis). These problems will not be treated here, 
since the main theme of this paper are two-dimensional forms. 
As has been shown, the difference A' and the degree of symmetry 6' for a mirror line depend 
on the position of this line. Thus, we have for a single mirror line on the data point at position p 
(denoted by o'~): 
N 
1 
a ' (~)  = ~- .  ~ I~+,  - n, - , I ,  (28) 
i=1 
e(~;)  = I ~'(~;1 (291 
6Strictly speaking, rotation symmetry profiles can be calculated for arbitrary periodic functions y -- f (~)  and not 
only for form functions R(~), which I [3] restricted to R > 0. 
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(p: position, p = 1, . . . ,  N), and for a single mirror line between data points (a mirror line after 
position p will be denoted by a~'): 
N 
1 ~'(~') = ~-~ IR~+, - R~+,-,I,  (30) 
i=1 
6'(~,;') = 1 A'(tr;') (31) 
For a mirror line as such, the maximum degree of symmetry among all positions is taken: 
A'(a) = min {min {A'(~r~)}, min {A'(~r~)}, p = 1, . . . ,  N}, 
e(~)  = 1 ~'(~) 
A'm~" 
(32) 
(33) 
For continuous form functions, A'"(a,~) for a mirror line at position ~ will be given by 
~ 2x IR(¢ - ~) - R(¢ + ~o)[ d~. A'"(a¢) = =0 (34) 
The formula for A'"'(a¢) can be derived from equations (34) and (15). 
2.5.4. Mirror Symmetry Profiles 
The degrees of mirror symmetry may be plotted versus the position of the mirror line giving 
a mirror symmetry profile of the form jr, which is analogous to the rotation symmetry profile 7 
introduced in Section 2.5.2. Figure 6 gives as an example the symmetry profile of the form 
function R(~) = 1 + cos 5o. s 
1.0 
Degree of 
Hirror 
S~,~etr~ 0.5 
0,0 
0 90 180 270 ~0 
degrees 
Figure 6. Mirror symmetry profile ~'(ap) = f(p) for the form function R(~) = 
1 + cos ~ digitised with 180 data points. 
Like the rotation symmetry profiles, mirror symmetry profiles of forms exhibit certain symme- 
tries, which are closely related to the symmetries of the form functions: 
(a) If  the form function has a mirror line at position ¢, then its symmetry profile has also a 
mirror line at this position: 
R(¢ - ~) = R(¢ + ~) - -~  ~(~,_,)  = ~(~+, ) .  (35) 
rNote, however, that the angular abscissa coordinate in the mirror symmetry profile marks the angular position of 
the mirror line, whereas in the rotation symmetry profile it represents the rotation angle (or, in the corresponding 
translation picture for the form function, the translation period). 
SAs for rotation symmetry profiles, mirror symmetry profiles are not restricted to form functions but can be 
evaluated for arbitrary single-valued periodic functions 9(~)- 
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This can be proven by transforming both summands in the formula for A'"(a÷_~) using 
the left equality in equation (35). 
(b) I f  the form function has an antisymmetry point at position X, then its symmetry profile 
has a mirror line at X: 
R(X - ~') = -R(x  + ~) + 2Rmean ~ 6(a×_{) = 6(~x+,). (36) 
The proof can be performed like in (a). 
(c) If the form function has a translation period of r, then its mirror symmetry profile has a 
translation period of r/2: 
R(~ 4" v) = R(~) ~ $(a#+,D) = $(a~)" (37) 
This can be proven by insertion of the translation symmetry condition and its equivalent 
R(~o - r/2) = R(~o + r/2) into the equation for A"(~,+T/2). 
2.5.5. Other Symmetry Profiles 
Symmetry profiles may also he derived for the other symmetry operations which are essential 
for the classification of form functions (Section 2.1), viz. antisymmetry operation (inversion) 
and glide-reflection. The corresponding formulae for the A values are: antisymmetry point at 
position a and X, respectively: 
N 1 
A'(A.)  = -~ . y~ IRo+i + Ra-i - 2 R, me.nl, (38) 
/=1 
A'"(AD = IR(X + ~) + n (X - ~,) - 2 ~e~ld~o,  (39) 
=0 
and for a glide-reflection with period g or 7: 
N 
1 
A'(G~) = N .  ~ 14  + np+~ - 2nme~,l. (40) 
p=l  
A"(G,)  = In(~) + R (~, + "r) - 2 nme~ I d~', (41) 
--0 
Rmean being the mean value for R (equations (3) and (4)). 
The degrees of symmetry 6(A) and ~(G) may be plotted versus the corresponding antisymmetry 
point position or glide-reflection period to give an antisymmetry profile (inversion symmetry 
profile) and a glide-reflection symmetry profile, respectively. Figure 7 shows these two symmetry 
profiles for the form function R(~) = 1 +cos ~. Besides the information about crisp antisymmetry 
points (which are easily seen to be located at X = ~r/2, 3~r/2) and the period of the glide-reflection 
(7 = ~r), also the degrees of symmetry for all other locations and periods, respectively, can be 
seen from the drawing. 
~JJP 
A~ \A  o,o /V  Y \  
0,4 / /~  t \  \ 
0:y \ . l  
0 ~ 27c 
F igu~ 7. Symmetry profiles $'"(A) = .f(x) and 6re(G) = f(,-f) for the ant isymmetry 
operat ion (inversion) A and the glide-reflection G for the form function /t(~) = 
1 + cos ~. 
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2.6. Symmetry Groups 
Degrees of symmetry for single symmetry operations are an essential element for the con- 
struction of degrees of symmetry for whole symmetry point groups which will be treated now. 
Generally, the degree of symmetry 6(G) for a group G of order g will be derived from the de- 
grees of symmetry for all symmetry operations G constituting G by averaging over all symmetry 
operations of the group: 
G = {Gi; i = 1, ..., g}, (42) 
1 g 
6(6) = ,~. E 6(G,). (43) 
i=1 
Thus, 6(G) describes the behaviour of the form under all symmetry operations of the given group 
including the identity operation. 
~.6.1. Rotation Groups (C~) 
A rotation group C~ 9 consists of the identity operation E, the simple rotation C~ and its 
multiples up to the (n - 1)-fold rotation Can-x: 
C n = {E, C~, . . . ,  C~n-x}; E ~ C ° = Can. (44) 
The values of A and 6 for the group are then 
n-1  
A(C*) = 1. E A(C~), (45) 
n 
k=0 
n-1 A(C*) (46) 6(C:) = 1. ~ 6(C~)= 1 Am~ 
n k=0 
In equations (45) and (46), the superscripts of A and 8 have been omitted since these formulae 
are valid for all types of A and 8. 
2.6.2. Dihedral Groups (D~) 
A dihedral group D~, consists of the elements of the rotation group C* with the same rotation 
number n plus n mirror lines in the plane having mutual distances of Ir/n : 
D: = . . . ,  . . . ,  (4v) 
The elements of C~ constitute a (cyclic) subgroup of D~ whereas the n mirror lines do not [5]. 
For the calculation of A(D*) and 6(D7,), the corresponding values for C~ can be taken over. 
Additionally, a difference and a degree of symmetry for the set of n mirror lines (denoted by 
A'(ntr) and 6'(na), respectively) have to be calculated. The calculation of the difference A'(na) 
is accomplished in five steps: first, for n mirror lines a' with a mutual distance of ~r/n starting 
from position number p = 1 the values of Al(a~) are compared with one another. The max imum 
value corresponds to A'(n~), i.e., the difference for the set of n~r' lines. I° After that, this 
procedure is repeated for all positions p, and the minimum value of all Al(n~) is selected to give 
A'(na'). Then these two steps are repeated for the it" lines (lines between data points). At the 
end, A'(na) is taken as the minimum value out of A'(na') and A'(na"): 
= max k = 0, . . . ,  n - -  1} ,  
= min  p = 1, . . . ,  N} ,  
(48) 
(49) 
9As in [3], I use the symbol Cn for symmetry operatious in contrast o C*, D* for symmetry groups (the asterisk 
denotes two-dimensional groups). 
1°In (na~), p denotes the position of the first (reference) mirror line of the set of n lines. 
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and analogously for the set of ~r" mirror lines; at the end 
A'(n~) = min {A'(n~r'), M(n~r")}. (50) 
In an analogous manner, the corresponding degrees of symmetry can be found: 
(~l I ** ' ,  . .  , 6'(no'~,) = rain { (O'p.l.k.N/n) ; k "-- O, n -- 1, p = 1, . N},  (51) 
6'(no a) = max {6'(no';,); p = 1, . . . ,  N} ,  (52) 
6'(no') = max{6'(no") ,  6'(no'°)}. (53) 
2. 7. Ezamples 
2.7.1. The Form Function R(70 = 1 + (1 - /~) -  cos ~-I -3" sin 27~. 
For 3 = 0, we have the simple form function R(p) = 1 + cos p. This form function, like the 
cosine function, has symmetry points at ~b = 0, % 21r, antisymmetry points at X = ~r/2, 37r/2, 
a translation period r = 2~r, and a glide-reflection period 7 = ~r. The form function, therefore, 
belongs to group B1, the form itself has D~ symmetry. The rotation, mirror, antisymmetry 
(inversion) and glide-reflection symmetry profiles for this form function have been displayed 
in Figures 5, 6, and 7. From these profiles, the actual (crisp) symmetry elements can easily be 
inferred since they are at positions, where the corresponding degree of symmetry equals unity. But 
also for arbitrary other positions, degrees of symmetry are given so that a subtle characterisation 
of the symmetry properties of both the form and the form function is attained. 
By variation of the weight factor/3 (0 _</3 _< 1) of the sin 2p function, we get a form transition 
from R(~0) -- 1+ cos ~ (form A) to R(~0) - 1+ sin 2~ (form B). The characteristics of the different 
forms are put together in Table 4. The superposition of the sin 2~o term onto R(p) = 1 + cos 
destroys the symmetry of this function to a great extent. This can be seen in Figure 8, and may be 
compared with the mirror symmetry profiles in Figure 9. During the transition (/~ = 0) ---, (/~ > 0) 
only the symmetry points of the form function are destroyed, whereas the antisymmetry points 
are conserved. For (fl < 1) --* (fl = 1), we see an emergence of antisymmetry points at the 
positions of the former symmetry points, and also of new symmetry points at the positions 
= (2k - 1). ~r/4 (k = 1 , . . . ,4 )  (Figure 10). 
Table 4. Symmetry characteristics of the different forms resulting from the variation 
of/3 in the form function R(~) = 1 + (1 - /3 ) .  cos~ +/3 .  s in2~. 
Symmetry characteristics /3 = 0 0 < /3 < 1 /3 = 1 
Translation per iod 
Glide-reflection period 3' 
Symmetry points: ~: 
Ant isymmetry points: X: 
Form function group 
Mirror symmetry  profile 
Rotat ion symmetry  profile 
Form group 
21r 27r lr 
71" - -  n" 
2 
O, lr, 21r ~, ~-= 
~ ~ ~ ½~ o, '~ 2~r , ,  ~-, 71", 
B1 ~1 B2 
M2 M2 M4 
M1 M1 M2 
D~ Ci V~ 
(a) /3 -- 0.0 (b) /3 ---- 0.2 (c) /3 ---- 0.4 
(d)/3 = 0.6 (e) /3 = 0.8 (f) /3 = 1.0 
Figure 8. Forms for different values of/3 in the form function R(~o) = 1 + (1 - /3 )  • 
cos ~ +/3 • sin 2~. 
Degree of 
Ilirror 
Stiutr9 
~ree of 
Ilirr0r 
S~metry 
Degree of 
Ilirr0r 
Sg~etr9 
1,0 
0,5 
0,0 
1,0 
0,5 
0.0  
1,0 
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1,0 
Degree of 
tlirror 
Sgmetrg 0,5 
90 
0.0 
180 2?0 360 0 90 180 2?0 
degrees degrees 
(~) ~ = o.o (b)/~ = 0.2 
1,0 
I)egree of 
Mirror 
S~et~ 0.5 
Y~0 
0,5 
0.0 
0 ~ ~ 270 3~ 0 ~ ~ 270 3GO 
degrees degrees 
(~) ~=0.4 (d) ~' = 0.6 
I It 
Degree of 
tfirrQr 
Sg~tr9 
31 
0,0 
0 90 l~ 270 ~] 0 90 180 ~0 360 
degrees degrees 
(~) ~ = 0.8 (f) ~ = 1.o 
Figure 9. Mirror symmetry profiles for different values of ~ in the form function 
R((p) ---- 1 Jr (1 --/~). cos (# -I-/3" sin 2~. 
The  symmetry  profiles characterise ach direction in its behaviour during the form transit ion 
and exhibit details regarding the variation of the "local" symmetr ies,  which cannot be inferred 
f rom an inspection of the form functions or the forms themselves. An especially interesting 
phenomenon is the occurrence of points of constant degree of symmetry  (Figure 11). They  are 
analogous to the well-known isosbestic points in spectroscopy and will be termed "isosymmetric 
points." They occur likewise in other symmetry  profiles also. 
I T ,  J 
,,r, "" ~ B-O 
'" I 'T '  
(1) ~) 0<8<1 
I 
~-~) -e -E ) -e - ( ) -e~ B = 1 ) 
0 ir 2v  
Figm-e 10. Scheme of symmetry elements of the form function R(~p) = 1 + (1 - /~)  • 
cos ~o +/~. sin 2~o for different values of ft. 
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'"(o) 
0,8 
0,6 
00 "/1")4 " 7¢22 
¢ 
Figure 11. Isosymmetric point (point of constant degree of symmetry during a form 
transition) at r /6  for the variation of/3 in the form function R(~) = 1 + (1 - /3 )  • 
cos ~o +/3.  sin 2~ (mirror symmetry profile,/3 = 0 . . .  1 in steps of 0.2). The abscissa 
ranges only from ~-  = 0 to ¢ = r /2 .  
1 
0,8 
0,6 
0,4 
0,2 
0 
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 ~ 1 
Figure 12. Variation of the degrees of symmetry for the variation of/3 in the form 
function R(~o) = 1 + (1 - /3 ) .  cos ~ +/3 .  sin 2~. 
Another characteristic of the form transition is the diagram of the degrees of symmetry for 
those symmetry groups which constitute crisp or actual symmetries [3] of forms involved in the 
transition (Figure 12). Here, the variation of 6(D~) owing to the disturbance ofthe form symmetry 
of the cosine function by admixing the sin 2to term is marked. Surprisingly, for/3 < 0.35, both 
6(D~.) and ~i(C~) are insensitive to the variation of/3. 
2. 7.2. The Form Transition Square ---* Rectangle 
Fuzzy symmetry transitions may be illustrated with one more example: the deformation of 
a square by pulling or squeezing two parallel sides to give rectangles with different side lengths 
ratios a/b (a is the length of the side which is parallel to the x axis). This transition is performed 
by varying the x coordinate of only one reference point P(x, y = 1), the other three corner points 
of the rectangle are generated by reflection of the reference point at the axes. The variation is 
0.5 < x < 2, so that 0.5 _< a/b < 2. 
The degrees of symmetry for the most relevant groups are shown in Figure 13. To emphasize 
the symmetry of the problem, I display the region 2 >__ b/a >__ 1 in the left half of the drawing 
and the region 1 < a/b < 2 (note the different quotient!) in the right half. Whereas for all 
forms of the sequence, 6(C~) = 6(D~) = 1 holds, we have a distinct variation of 6(C~) and 6(D~) 
for a/b ~ 1, but surprisingly practically constant values of these degrees of symmetry at some 
distance. 
By the way, there is another form transition which gives qualitatively the same variation for 
6(C~) and 6(D~): the form transition between a horizontal ellipse (form A) and a vertical ellipse 
(form B). This transition is performed by mixing the Fourier coefficients of the two forms linearly 
(see [3]) corresponding to the scheme 
X =(1- /3 ) .A+/3 .B  
with 0 < /3 _< 1, so that /3 can be used as transition coordinate. For /3 - 0.5, we have a D~ 
symmetry of the resulting form X, whereas both "parent" ellipses have D~ symmetries. Like for 
the deformed rectangles, 6(D~) shows marked minima on both sides of b/a = 1. 
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6 '(~) 
1 
0,8. 
0,6 
0,4 
0,2 
O 
2 1 2 
b/a a/b 
Figure 13. Variation of the degrees of symmetry for the form transition rectangle - 
square - rectangle by variation of the side-length ratio a/b. For the abscissa organi- 
sation, see text. 
2.8. Comparison of the Symmetries of Symmetry Profiles 
Summarising the findings in many examples (partly not shown here), a correlation between 
the symmetries of forms, form functions, difference matrices, and symmetry profiles will be given 
(Table 5). 
Table 5. Correlation between the symmetries of forms, form functions, difference 
matrices, and symmetry profiles. 
Form Form Difference Mirror Rotation Anti- Glide- 
function matrix synunetry symmetry synunetry reflection 
symmetry profile profile profile profile 
C~ T.  era. T2. M. T2. M. 
A. cram. M2. M. M2. M. 
G. p,n2,, T2. M,, 6~,, M. 
Dr, M. Rp4~. M2. M. M~. M. 
B. p4m2. M2. M. M2. M. 
It turns out that a form may be equally well be char&cterised by the symmetries of its form 
function or of its difference matrix, both having the same information content. Table 5 reflects 
the symmetry properties of the various symmetry profiles, which in part go beyond the symmetry 
properties derived in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.4. It turns out that the rotation and glide-reflection 
profile symmetries are very insensitive to the variation of the form symmetry; they reflect only 
the translation symmetry of the form function. 
3. DISCUSSION 
Whereas in [3], I proposed a way of evaluating degrees of symmetry via a Fourier series ex- 
pansion of the form function, in this paper a second, independent approach is developed. In 
many regards, the results of both approaches are comparable: Mirror symmetry profiles on the 
basis of the Fourier series approach [12] closely resemble those given in this paper. On the other 
hand, the consideration of degrees of symmetry for other symmetry operations than rotations 
and reflections is much easier in the fuzzy requirement approach than with Fourier series. In 
any case, from the different ypes of symmetry profiles, much more detailed informations on the 
symmetry properties of forms can be derived than have been available before. This is especially 
obvious in the case of form transitions, where also the variation of "local" (i.e., referring to a 
certain spatial direction) symmetry properties can be followed during a form transition. In sum, 
the fuzzy symmetry concept is able to provide us with much more detailed insights into form 
symmetries than the crisp one. 
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